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CMOS Threshold Gate and Networks 
for Order Statistic Filtering 

Charng Long Lee, Member, IEEE, and Chein-Wei Jen, Member. IEEE 

Absfruct-The threshold gate is a very good candidate in the redimtion 
of order statistic filtering. In thls brief paper, a simple procedure iP 
developed to determine the dmnit parameters for a set of output-wired 
CMOS inverters in order to Implement threshold functions for order 
statistic BLtering. Weighted and nonweighted order statistie filters in either 
hinary or integer domalo can be easily realized in similar architectures. 
An incremental scheme is also proposed to construct threshold gate 
networks for general or multistage order statistic filters. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Order statistic filters are a class of nonlinear filters which include 

median, rank order, weighted median and weighted rank order filters. 
They have been widely used in many modern signal and image 
processing applications. The hardware realization of such filters can 
be-done by purely binary logic gates, sort-and-select, or count-and- 
compare circuits. However, a very good alternative is by threshold 
gates. 

A threshold gate[ I ]  is defined as 

where E = (zI ; . . ,z~) ,  I, E { O , l }  are binary inputs and zu, are 
their associated nonnegative weights, n is the total number of inputs, 
and T is a threshold. If w 8  = 1 for i = 1,. . . , n, then a threshold 
gate becomes a “T-out-of-n” gate, denoted as (Tin). The output is 
true if more than or equal to T of its 7~ inputs are in logic “1” state. 

Physical implementation of a threshold function can be either in 
digital or analog ways. Both count-then-compare and combinational 
logic are commonly used. Analog voltage division with comparator 
is also a good solution. However in the next section, an interesting 
hybrid approach realizes threshold functions by using only CMOS 
digital inverters. It has the advantages of simple hardware and easy 
design. 

In the following sections, we will first describe a simple design 
of threshold gate involving only CMOS inverters. A procedure is 
developed to choose device parameters of a threshold gate design. 
Then, how the threshold gate can be applied for order statistic filtering 
is discussed in both binary and integer domains in section 111. And 
in section IV, A systematic approach is proposed to link threshold 
gates as a network for general order statistic filtering. 
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Fig. 1. 
ers (Ina,) cascaded by a sensing inverter (lava).  

A ( T / n )  threshold gate implemented by output-wired CMOS invert- 

11. A CMOS THRESHOLD GATF DESIGN 

A. Analysis 
A (T /n)  threshold gate can be implemented by wiring the outputs 

of n identical CMOS inverters (Inw, j. The channel length of all 
MOS transistors are chosen to be the minimum dimension and their 
channel width ratio (W,/W, j for P- and N-channel transistors are 
the same. This circuit is actually a nonlinear voltage divider and 
cascaded by a simple sensing amplifier (Inv,) as shown in Fig. 1. 
In each input inverter, only one transistor conducts at a time because 
its input is either logic “1” (Vk) or “0” (Gndj. Both P- and N- 
channel transistors act as a resistor when they conduct. Consequently, 
the voltage level of the wired node, V,, depends on how many P- 
and N-channel transistors are conducting. AS the total number of 
“1” among these inputs increases, more N-channel transistors will 
conduct. Such a change drives the node, V,, closer to the ground 
level as shown in Fig. 2. 

Because the nonlinear characteristics of a MOS transistor, the 
voltage level transition at node V, is not uniform. A maximum voltage 
gap occurs at a certain threshold position. An inverter (Inw,) is 
placed here to detect this maximum transition. In addition to this 
reason, the sensing inverter also acts as an output buffer to reshage 
the signal waveform and provide driving capability [21. It can also 
isolate the wired node from external circuitry to reduce noise effect 
[3]. The location of the maximal transition gap can be changed if 
we properly choose a channel width ratio for these input inverters. 
Thus the design of a threshold gate can be controlled by tuning the 
device dimensions. 

B. Design Procedure 
The threshold T can he either one of the integers between 1 and 

n for a (T /n)  threshold gate. The key issue of threshold gate design 
is how to adjust the transistor dimensions so that the maximum 
transition gap meets a specific threshold position. It is the best to 
find an analytical solution for the channel width ratio (Wp/Wn). 
However this is not possible because of some second-order effects of 
devices. We can only obtain the upper and lower bounds of this ratio, 
T,,,,, and T,,,,” by solving drain current equations [4]. They are 
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The Transfer Curve of Output-wired CMOS Inverters 5 \  
Y) 
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Fig. 2. The transfer characteristics of threshold gate with n = 5, channel length L = 1.2pm. and channel width ratio Wp/W, = 5.0pm/1.8pm. 

Fig. 3. A binary order statistic filter implemented by a (T/n) threshold gates, 
where "D' is a delay element for one bit. 
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Fig. 4. 
threshold gate. 

A bit-serial approach for multi-level order slatistic filtering using 

k consacutive 
thrashold rasultm : 
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Fig. 5. An insertion threshold gate f;{r'k merges n - 6 new inputs to the 
6 consecutive threshold results of m inputs. 

where v d p p  = V d d - Z K p ,  V d n p  = I / d d - V t n - & p .  v d n  = V d d - V t n .  

V r H  and vrr. are the input high and input low voltage of an inverter, 
V d d  is the supply voltage, and V t p  and vt, are the threshold voltage of 
P- and N-channel transistors. A proper channel width ratio is searched 
within this range T~~~ 2 T 2 r,,,. 

TABLE I 

THRESHOLD GATES FOR n = 5 AND L = 1.2fim 
SELEclu, RATIOS AND CHARAClERISnCS OF 

3.94 4.55 
0.63 0.66 
0.92 1.27 

TABLE n 
COMPARISON OF HARDWARE AND TIME COM~~XITY OF SEVERAL 

BWARV ORDER STAT~S~C F n m  JMPLBMBNTATION METHODS 

Complexity ( A )  
l ime  Complexity U(1og n) O(1ogn) 

References 

. 

In summary, we can conclude a procedure for threshold gate 
design. 

1) Calculate the channel width ratio boundaries rmor and rmln 
for a specific (T /n)  threshold gate. 

2)  Search for a proper channel width ratio T within [rmoz. T ~ , , , ]  

and justified by circuit simulations. 
3) Select an inverter for the sensing buffer whose threshold 

voltage, V,,,, is the middle point of the desired transition gap. 
The major advantage of this CMOS threshold gate design is 

it's simplicity. It's delay time is only around two inverter delays. 
However, this class of CMOS threshold gates consume static power 
because the current flows through the nonlinear voltage divider most 
of the time. 

111. ORDER STATISTIC FILTERING BY CMOS THRESHOLD GATES 

A. Binary Domain OSFs 
An order statistic filter (OS0  is defined to select the Tth largest 

element among n inputs [5 ] .  In integer domain, it is known as a 
rank order chooser which is usually implemented by a sorting or 
selection network. In the binary domain, the Tth largest element 
among binary inputs can be determined by a (T/n) threshold gate. 
As a result, the application of threshold gate to binary order statistic 
filtering is straightforward. We can design a (T/n)  threshold gate 
according to the method and procedure presented in the last Section. 
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Fig. 6. A general threshold gate network for m, = 2,k' = 3 

It takes n + l  CMOS inverters and n of them are identical. A complete 
set of threshold gate design for n = 5 is listed in Table I for example. 

The threshold gate designs can be applied for binary rank order 
filtering as shown in Fig. 3. A binary input sequence is tapped out 
at n positions with n - 1 delay elements indicated by "D." At 
each time instance, the (T /n)  threshold gate gives an order statistic 
filtered result as the output. Thus, a complete filtered out sequence can 
be obtained after the original sequence passing through this filtering 
structure. A brief comparison of hardware and time complexity in 
different binary order statistic filter implementation methods is given 
in Table II. It appears that the implementation by threshold gate is 
superior in the measure of area-time product. 

B. Weighted OSFs in Binary Domain 

A weighted order statistic filter (WOSF) is a general order statistic 
filter with nonequal weighting on each input. The ith input element 
I. will be duplicated for w; times if its weighting is w,. Thus, the 
equivalent number of inputs becomes W = E:=, w,.  A weighted 
order statistic filter choose the Tth largest element among these W 
elements. This function can be realized by a (T /W)  threshold gate 
in binary domain. The choosing of optimal channel width ratio for 
threshold T should be based on W, rather than 71 inputs. Suppose that 
the inputs of the ( T / W )  threshold gate are yl, yz,. . . , yw and the 
inputs of the weighted order statistic filter are zl,xz, . . . , z,, then 
each x, should be connected to y3 for j = W,-l + 1,JV-l + 
2 , . . . ,  W,, where W, = E;., wk.  for i = 1 to n. That is to 
assign w ,  consecutive inputs positions for thexivariable. A simplified 
scheme is to merge the w ,  identical inverters into one inverter whose 
channel width ratio is w,(W,/W,). This design reduce the number 
of inverter from W to n without affecting its functionality. The 
advantage is that both threshold position and weighting of each input 
are programmed in the device dimensions. 

C. Integer Domain OSFs 
In the integer domain of multi-valued signals, the threshold gate 

can not be applied to order statistic filtering directly as in binary 
domain. A threshold decomposition method can solve this problem 

by decomposing the I-bit binary-coded signal sequence into 2' levels 
of binary sequences [5] so that each level of binary signal sequence 
can be processed as in binary domain. The results of each level are 
then accumulated together and represented again in I-bit as for final 
output. 

The bit serial approach presented in [9] modified the idea of 
threshold decomposition to operate on the 2-bit representation. This 
method reduce the hardware cost greatly in comparison to threshold 
decomposition. The penalty is to spend 1 cycles to get a complete 
results. 

A simplified block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The binary order 
statistic filtering is performed by a threshold gate. The switch box 
is to ensure the stacking property of the succeeding bits so that the 
same order statistic function is valid through out the whole 1 steps 
of filtering processing [9] .  As described above, any integer domain 
order statistic filters can be realized by threshold gate easily with such 
a bit serial approach. Thus order statistic filtering in both binary and 
integer domains can be easily realized by threshold gate in similar 
architectures. 

1V. CONSTRUmON OF THRESHOLDPATE NETWORKS 
Although the CMOS threshold gate design discussed above is a 

good approach in implementing order statistic filters, it hast some 
inherent limitations. For examples, its operating condition may be 
shifted due to process variations and its total number of inputs can 
not be too large. As the input number increases. the maximum voltage 
gap may become too small to be detected by a simple inverter while 
the threshold position may be shifted by process variations. The 
suggested number of inputs is 11 and below [2]. Because of such 
limitations, a threshold gate network is required for order statistic 
filtering of large window. The basic idea is to insert n - k new signals 
into the old k consecutive threshold results by threshold gates. 

Definition 1:An insertion threshold gate (ITG), denoted as fp/-""k 
is a threshold gate where k of its n inputs are connected to the output 
of k consecutive threshold functions of fa/,,,(&,) to f.,+b-,/,,,(&,) 

with Z,,, = (21,. . . , x,,,). The rest n - k signals are fresh inputs for 
(rm+l,. . . , ~ ~ + ~ - k ) .  It is illustrated in Fig. 5 .  
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Theorem 1: The output of an insertion threshold gate f$/nm”k is 
equivalent to the result of threshold function fn+y . - l /ml  (Z,,,,), where 
3,,,, = (TI, .... z,, zmfl ,  ..., ~ , . + , ~ - e )  and m’ = m + n - k ,  
if and only if the valid range of threshold T satisfies either one of 
the following conditions: (1) If n = 1 then 1 5 T 5 k; (2) If 
a = m - k + 1, then n - k+ 1 5 T 5 n ;  (3) If 1 < a < m - k + 1, 
t h e n n - k + l  5 T 5 k. 

Pro08 By some simple substitutions, we can obtain that in order 
to generate the output of an ITC as f a + ~ - - l / m r  without uncertainty, 
the threshold position of T should be fallen in the intersection of the 
following integer intervals. 

{ 1 5 T 5 k }  n {2  5 T 5 k + 1 )  n . . . . . 
n{n - k + 1 5 T 5 7 1 )  

where n is the intersection operator. Thus, the valid range of 
threshold T is n - k + 1 5 T 5 k. There are two exceptions. 
One case is when a = 1 and fl/m(&,,) exists, the valid range of T 
is 15  T <  k.Theothercaseis whena+k-1 = nrand f,,,lm(jf,,,) 

0 
Corollary I:For an insertion threshold gate f$p”k, if 1 < a < 

m - k + 1, then k 2 F. 
This corollary is a direct consequence of condition (3) of Theorem 

1. It tells that more than half of the inputs of a threshold gate should 
be devoted to the consecutive threshold results, otherwise the output 
result will be ambiguous. According to this observation, we can built 
a general threshold decision network by insertion threshold gates in 
an incremental fashion. The procedure is as follow: 

I )  In the initial stage, level 0, we employ full range of m- 
input threshold gates to obtain the threshold results of 
fl,,,,, . .. , fm/nl for the inputs (m , .  . . ,xm), simultaneously. 

2) Then we insert k‘ new binary variables in the next level with the 
current m threshold results, where k’ = n - k  as in Definition 1. 
Thus each new level will have k‘ more insertion threshold gates 
than the previous level. In level s, we will have (m + s . k’) 
insertion threshold gates. 

3) The output of each insertion threshold gate should connect 
to (k’ + 1) neighboring cells in the next level, according to 

4) In level s, we will have k’ low-threshold gates of f l / k t f l ,  

..., fk,/Zkr on the left, ( n ~  + .v . k‘ - 2k‘) majority gates 
of f ~ ~ + l / 2 ~ ~ + l  in the middle, and k‘ high-threshold gates of 
f k r + ~ / ~ b , ,  ..., f ~ t + ~ / ~ / + ~  on the right. An exception is when 
m 5 k’, there will be no majority gates of fh ,+ l /2kr+ l  in 
level 1. It will contain m low-threshold gates of f l ~ k ~ + l .  

. . ., fmlkC+,,, on the left, (k’ - m) middle-threshold gates 
of fm+l /k ,+m,  . . .. fkt+l/kt+,,, in the middle, and m high- 
threshold gates of f k , + l / k , + m - l ,  . . ., f k , + l / k ~ + l  on the right. 

5 )  This network can generate threshold function from fl /m+l .k ,  

to f m + a . l i , / m + s . ~ ,  at level s for any integer m 2 2 and k‘ 2 1. 
An example of m = 2, k’ = 3 is shown inFig. 6. The threshold 

results of fl/s,. . . fsls are available at the outputs of level 2. We 
must notice that not all of these cells are required if only a single 
threshold result is desired. It only takes the insertion threshold gates 
in the shaded area to reach the output of f318 as shown in Fig. 6. 
Theorem 2:A network built of insertion threshold gates according 

to the above scheme provides a realization of general threshold 
functions. 

The proof of this theorem is simple. One can check the input 
variables, output results, and threshold T of each threshold gate in 
the network to find out if they all satisfy the condition of Theorem 
1. The threshold gate network is correct because all of the outputs 
are unambiguously defined. 

exists, the valid range of T is n - k + 1 5 T 5 n. 

Corollary 1. 

V. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a design of threshold gate by output-wired 

CMOS inverters for order statistic filtering. The threshold position 
of such a threshold gate is programmed on the channel width ratio 
(Wp/Wn) of each input inverter. Its design simplicity and small 
hardware makes it attractive for many applications. Order statistic 
filters in both binary and integer domain can be easily implemented 
in simple architectures by the threshold gates. 

In applications to small window size, an order statistic filter 
can be accomplished by a single threshold gate. However, many 
detail-preserving order statistic based filters are multi-stage filters 
[lo], such as madmedian filters, center weighted median filters, and 
morphological filters [ l l ] .  They can be realized in a multi-stage 
threshold gate networks. 

A network scheme is also proposed for general threshold decision 
of large window size. The use of threshold gates provides an efficient 
realization of order statistic, rank order, and median related filters. 
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